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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The present study1 was conducted to consider prac-
tical 10,000 ampere conductor designs to meet the oper-
ating constraints for the ohmic heating coils of TNS

' and experimental ITokamafc reactors.2 The conductor mu3C
simultaneously me«tc the requirements for mechanical sup-
port, cryostabilijiation, high overall winding current
density, low mechanical and electrical losses, and mech-
anical and electrical integrity for cyclic pulsed oper-
ation from -7 T to +7 T in one second.

Our suggested wicding is a szc of nested tubes,
each made up of a stack of pancake-wound bobbins. Each
pancake is co-wound of a ?lae open superconductor braid,
steel tape, and Kapton inuulation. The strands of the
braid consist of sectored copper regions separated by
copper-nickel and surrounding a oixed-Batrix copper,
copper-nickel, and SbT;'. multifilanant core. Strands
1.5 mm in diameter provide conservative cryostabiliza-
tion at overall winding current densities adequate for
the OH winding of an EPR-1 or TNS sized coil (̂ lSOO am-
perea/ca2). Eddy current and coupling losses are ac
acceptable levels, and hysteresis losses can be reduced
withia acceptable limits with 10 u diameter filaments,
providing the winding is graded, tube to tube. The bas-
ic conductor and winding concepc can be extended to pro-
vide conductors of higher currents.

A 2000 ampere model conduceof has been fabricated
from 0.94 mm diameter strands, and tested in a rein-
forced pancake configuration. The measured m^rimim re-
covery current corresponds to a current density of
3500 amperRs/cm^ over the entire coil cross section.

THE SUGGESTED TNS-SCALE 10.000 AMPERE CONDUCTOR
AMD MINDING DESIGN

Suggested Winding Schema

To retain the advantages of the pancake winding,
yet allow grading of the conductor and a partitioning
of any accumulated radial forces, a hybrid multilayer
stacking of pancake-wound calls is suggested as the
preferred coil design for this application. The sug-
gested winding scheme is shown in Figure 1. The ohmic
heating coil (left aide of Che Figure) consists of a
fiberglass and epoxy central column, which is surround-
ed successively by thinner concentric apoxy-fiberglass
shells, as shows in Inset A.

Each shell has stacked upon it to the full height
of the column a sec of pancake-wound coils on fiberglass
and epoxy bobbins, where the outside diameter of the
coil flanges fit snugly inside of the inside diameter
of the succeeding shell. The pancake flanges are
notched, perforated, grooved or shaped as necessary to
allow axial helium movement, radial helium access and a
3hrouding of helium gas to the larger open areas at Che
outside diameter of each layer. Pancakes can be wound
in pairs and joints between pairs at the outside diame-
ter can be eliminated if necessary by usins appropriate
spooling and winding schemes.

The pancakes will be co-wound of a flat braid in-
terleaved with scsinless steel and Kapton tape as shown
in Inset 3.

Suggested Conductor Configuration

The recommended conductor is a flat braid like the

97 scrand braid developed at Brookhaven National Labor-
atory,5 except that the strands will be 1-2 mm in dia-
meter, much larger than those utilized at Brookhaven,
and che. strands will be individually insulated. The
flat braid consists of a weave of strands over a "her-
ringbone" skeleton, shown schematically at the top of
Figure 2. The ribs are strands which move from the cen-
ter of the conductor at an angle of about 30° to the
vertical (for z. f:.ac-wound solenoid). Two layers of
strands weave in .an over-two, under-two, over-two se-
quence which 13 shown at the bottom of the Figure for
th» three axial positions corresponding to sections AA,
BB, and CC in the inset. Alternate strands in each of
the two side layers of strands cross each other between
each pair of ribs. The layer scrands at che center of
the conductor become ribs and move to the outside where
they join the layers again 30 that along the axial
length of the conductor every scrand occupies the loca-
tion of every other strand and is completely transposed.
Rigid mechanical support is provided against radial com-
pression where che ribs support che two layers of
strands, to the extent chac che strands resist plastic
deformation at the crossing points. A slight precom-
paction, assuming a tough insulation, will expand che
point contact to an area contact at the scrand crossing
points so that substantial pressures can be withstood.
An examination of deformation for crushing forces on
various types of conductors at 90° crossing angles has
been performed at IGC*

Support, of the braid is particularly good against
flat surfaces on either side of the braid. The steel
therefore serves a triple purpose: (1) integral sup-
port of the winding against hoop stresses, (2) tight-
ening of the winding onto che formers due to differen-
cial compaction on cool-down,5 and (3) rigid transmis-
sion of radial compression through che winding.

The braid configuration is excellent for cooling
and heat transfer. All strand surfaces have free ac-
cess to unconfined helium, excepting those small areas
which are in physical contact where che scrands cross
or are in line contact wich the 3teel and Kapton inter-
turn spacers. Clear channels one strand diameter chick
and effectively several strand diameters vide, run be-
side che ribs from che cancer of che braid Co che upper
and lower edges, where with a slight jog, but without
constriction chey exit from che conductor.

Good stability has been demonstrated in che Brook-
haven dipoles with 12 mil diameter strands and even
with porous solder filling,3 although these dipoles are
not conservatively cryostable in the context discussed
here.5 To achieve cryostability, larger strand diame-
ters, the order of one co 2 millimeters, are needed to
produce channel widths adequate for gas clearing.s>7

However, the increase in strand size will result in
some sacrifice, because of the reduction in scrand sur-
face co volume ratio, of che transient stability which
has been demonstrated at Srookhaven, 3ecausa of che
mechanical hysteresis losses generated in unfilled and
unpotted cables of these strands,3 larger, stiffer
strands, and accordingly, fewer winding layers are rec-
ommended. Once cryostabilicy rather Chan cransienc sta-
bility is chosen, Chen from a stability point of view
the design becomes more conservative as che strand 3ize
increases and large channel sizes are established.

Other constraints suggest chat the scrands should
still be made as small as is permissible, however. El-
ectrical losses and che quantity, and cherefore the .
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cost, of strand material that 13 required are both re-
duced by reduction ia 9trand size. Vichout presuming
to optimize for the TNS coil , we have selected a 1-1/2
millimeter diameter strand size for reference calcula-
tions.

Suggested Strand Configuration

In consideration of the need for low hysteresis
losses and on the basis of state-of-the-art fabrication
capabilities, an approximately 10 u diameter filament
is suggested for the superconductor strands. To reduce
coupling losses and reta'ta an adequate intrastrand heat
transfer capability, i t is suggested that these f i la-
ments be placed in a mixed-matrix configuration incor-
porating comparable amounts of copper anl NbTi in cop-
per-clad filaments within a copper-102 nickel resistive
matrix. An established 1.3:2:1 CuNi:Cu:SC mixed-matrix
conductor i3 suggested. However, for cryoscabilization
additional copper is required.

A strand configuration that has been devised for
low loss superconductor windings for the Air Force3 is
well suited to the present application. The configur-
ation is shown in Figure 3. The mixed-matrix core can.
be surrounded with copper, providing that a resistive
barrier, in this case CuNi, separates the core from the
copper to prevenc the leakage of coupling currents
through the low resistivity copper. The resistive fins
provide a barrier to currants that do enter the copper,
and they also break up the copper regions to reduce
eddy current losses.

REFERENCE DESIC.f FOR THE 10.000 AMPERE CONDUCTOR
FOR THE PEAK FIELD, 7 T, FIRST LAYER

The ins ide layer experiences the peak 7 T f i e l d of
the winding. Calculations of the current densi ty , l o s -
s e s , and cooling requirements for the conductor in th i s
layer have been made and used as a conservative guide
to estimating the overal l requirements and properties
for the device , although i t has been necessary to c a l -
culate poss ible hys teres i s losses assuming a graded
winding as we l l . The resu l t s of the calculat ions are
presented in the sect ions which follow.

Allowed Cryostable Heating Per Strand

We have taken a conservative posture wich respect
to the requirements for cryos tab i l i t y . The current den-
s i t y which can be achieved in the winding i s governed by
two aspects of heat transfer: (1) the cold-end recovery
c r i t e r i a for heat transfer to Che helium Bust be s a t i s -
f i ed 5 and. (2) an adequate helium channeling must be pro-
vided to remove the heat which i s transferred. 7 He have
assumed: (1) that the braid conductor w i l l be cooled
through v e r t i c a l grooves in the s t a i n l e s s s t e e l adjacent
to both braid surfaces as wel l as the channels within
the braid i t s e l f , (2) thac the braid in ter ior w i l l be
as e f f ec t i ve for removing heat as a continuous annular
channel 0.15 an wide, (3) that the 3 tee l tapes w i l l
have 0.13 cm wida channels facing the conductor on both
s i d e s , each e f f e c t i v e over 50J of the surface facing
the braid and (4) that the v e r t i c a l height of these chan-
nels w i l l be 7.5 en. Over 0.70 watts can accordingly be
extracted from each an of height of the braid using Wil-
son's data; 0.0525 watts csn be removed per strand, a-
bout 0.11 W/cm2 of strand surface. Even with a 50% sur-
face occlusion an each strand, th is i s conservatively
below the 0.27 V/car l imit for cold-end_recovery in
each strand were f i lm-boi l ing i n i t i a t e d . '

of Strand Parameters and Current Density

By equating normal state joule heating and heat
transfer from the strand, an optimal relationship be-
tween the relative fractions of the various strand
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components can be made and a maximum strand current can
be calculated. The re la t ive optimized fract ions of com-
ponents are l i s t e d i a Table 1. S i x t y - s i x strands are
required for 10,000 amperes and the width of the braid
(ax ia l height in the wound geometry) i s about 5 cm.
The or ig ina l assumption of a 7.5 cm channel height i s
accordingly conservative, and an i t era t ion of th i s c a l -
culat ion assiuming heat transfer for a 5 cm channel
should allow higher current dens i t i e s per strand, and a
smaller number of strands. Al ternat ive ly , one can ac -
cept the 15Z margin in cooling chat the f i r s t ca lcu la -
t ion provides.

The overal l current density for the braid and i n -
t e r s t i t i a l helium i s 4.44xlO7 amperes/m2. If the wind-
ing i s designed for 1.5xlO7 amperes/m2 as i s the OH
c o i l for the 0RNL EPR-1 Reference Design, then 34" of
the winding w i l l be for the conductor and enclosed h e l -
ium, leaving 661 of the volume between the ins ide d i a -
meter of the ins ide conductor layer and the outside d i -
ameter of the outermost pancake flanges for non-metal-
t i c s tructure , s t e e l , Kapton, and addit ional helium.
The l a t t e r percentage i s l e s s than was o r i g i n a l l y sug-
gested, but s t i l l allows a reasonable fract ion for each
component.

Losses i n the Conductor

Since the Reference ijesign has been guided by con-
servat ive heat transfer and cryostabi l l cy considerations
where the creation of adequate helium channeling has
been the c r i t i c a l constraint , the conductor strand s i z e
i s r e l a t i v e l y large . As a consequence, eddy current
and hys teres i s losses have been pushed towards the t a r -
get spec i f i ca t ion of matching the losses estimated tor
Che Ohmic Heating Coil in the Oak Ridge EPR-1 Reference
Design. Although the l o s s e s that are encountered w i l l
depend upon grading of the conductor, a conservative
project ion of the magnitude of the lo s ses can be
achieved by analyzing losses in the conductor elements
which are designed to operate in the peak f i e l d region.

The l o s s per cyc le , Qj, which i s summarized in
Table 2, has been determined assuming that che 7 T ref-
erence design conductor i s wound throughout the c o i l .
The t o t a l loss calculated on th is basis i s c lear ly wi th-
in the target specification.

With grading of the MbTl and a tighter twist pitch
length, the losses can be reduced to meet the specifi-
cations as shown in the second estimate, Q2. The hys-
teresis loss for Qi was calculated usiag the instantan-
eous loss equation given below for cylindrical f i la-
ments carrying transport current,1^

(1)

assuming thac the filaments ara 10 microns in diameter,
d, that the filament current i3 well below the transport
current on average throughout the winding, making g-1.5,
that the average peak field, 3, seen in the winding is
3.5 T, and that the average filament critical current
density j is 3xl03 amperes/m*-. The graded estimate was
made assuming an infinite solenoid with every filament
reaching 0.9 j c ac mar^T'"" currenc.

The coupling losses were calculated ia two ways for
Ql .issuming in each case that Che twist pitch length is
1.5 cm, ten strand diameters. In the first case, che
overall fractions of superconductor copper and copper-
nickel which are given in Table 1, were assumed to be
uniformly distributed throughout the strand in a mixed-
matrix configuration. This calculation gave losses ap-
proximately triple the coupling for Qt in Table 1, which



was calculated on che basis of the configuration shown
in figure 3. Although cha conductor design was not
graded, an average V- was utilized for Che coll.

It may also be possible, because the sectored ar-
rangement concentrates the filaments within r at about

half the strand radius, to more tightly twist this com-
posite withouc damage to che filaments or significant
loss of effective current density due to geometric af-
fects.11 The coupling loss for Q;> was accordingly cal-
culated for L«5, rather than ten strand diameters, re-
ducing che loss by a factor of four.

STABILITY MEASUREMENTS

The pivotal assumption in this coil design is Chat
one can obtain bubble clearing in the channels adjacent
to the braid rib. Accordingly, a 3nall scale stability
measurement was performed to determine che heat trans-
fer characteristics of such a conductor.

A braid incorporating 21 insulated strands each
0.94 am in diameter was fabricated.* Each 3crand con-
tained 1S7 filaments with an overall copper Co super-
conductor racio of 5.3:1. No atcempc was made to fab-
ricate a low ac loss 3trand. The braid was compacted
into a 0.28 cm x 1.09 ca rectangle by passing through
a Turks head, this process yields a conductor of SOS
metal density with essentially no deformation of the
individual strands.

A bifilar pancake, shown in Figure 4, with an In-
side diameter of 12.5 cm and a radial build of 3 ca. waa
wound from approximately 4 meters of conductor. 0.027
ca thick stainless 3teel ribbon was co-wound with che
braid. Stability was measured by driving an extended
portion of the sample normal with a co-wound heater and
then observing sample voltage after the heater is turned
off. A plot of recovery velodcy as a function of sam-
ple current in a background field of 4 T is given in
Figure 5. The tngy-timim recovery current is approximate-
ly 1450 amperes and che full recovery currenc is 1000
amperes.

The nnyrfuHim recovery current corresponds to a heat
flux of approximately 0.121 M/cm2 over the entire
strand surface which is reasonable considering that on-
ly a fraction of the 3trand is actually available for
heat transfer. Although the strands and channels for
bubble-clearing in this test braid are smaller than
chose in che 10.00C ampere reference conductor design,
this measured recovery heat flux la larger Chan che
0.11 W/cm2 estimated for the reference design, indicat-
ing that the design may be somewhat conservative.

Further experiments are in progress to determine
che effect on stability oi cable compaction, and of
different types of spaces between che pancakes.
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_ Figure 2. Slanted cross sections of che flat braid at several axial posicioas.
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